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Abstract
EFAB (Electrochemical FABrication) is a new SFF process with.thepotentialto.economically fabricate
prototypes or mass production quantities offunctional, mesoscale-microscale Parts and mechanisms. EFAB
generates an entire layer simultaneously-versus serially, aswithmostSFF.Base4onelectrodeposition,
EFAB allows ultra-thin layers (2-10 microns, or even submicron)that minimize stairsteps,andgenerates a
net-shape, fully-dense metal structure that can be homogeneous and isotropic. Minimum feature width is
approximately 25 microns, and can be reduced further.EFABcan be used to manufacture micromachines
and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), offering significant advantages over current processes: e.g.,
true 3-D geometry, IC compatibility, low capital investment, and process automation.

Background
Microfabrication. During the last decade, there has been extensive worldwide R&D in the field of
micromachininglmicrofabrication. There is much interest in replacing macroscopic devices with
micromachines andmicroelectromechanical systems (MEMS).toreduce size, weight, and cost while often
increasing reliability and performance. There is also a desire to create devices offering entirely new
capabilities not possible to implement macroscopically (e.g., surgical instruments, mechanical highresolution displays).
Current microfabrication approaches generally fall into three categories [1]: Bulk micromachining
removes material selectively from regions ofa substrate (sacrificing precious chip "real estate" and
producing very simple shapes); surface micromachining (Fig. 1) deposits thin structural layers and
sacrificial layers onto a substrate using semiconductor-type processing; and LIGAgenerates 2.5-D
"extrusions" (Fig. 1) by molding polymers in metal tooling electroplated into apertures in synchrotronexposed photoresist. .All these approaches produce simple geometries (e.g., 1-5 differentcross sections), are
not standardized or particularly generic (usually requiring a custom process for each new device), and
require many manual steps·(each using specialized equipment). Moreover, they usually donotpermit
integrated circuitry to be part ofthe device, involve large numbers ofprocess variables (often requiring
multiple iterations to perfect), arevery costly (in facilities, capital equipment, labor, and materials), and
involvelonglead times.
As a manufacturing paradigm, Solid Freeform Fabrication can potentially overcome the shortcomings
ofcurrent microfabrication approaches. SFFcan offer arbitrary 3-D geometry; short leadtirrles;fu1lYautomated, unattended processing; a single, self-contained machine thatpr()(Jucesa huge/yariety of
products; device cost that is largely independentofcomplexity; highrepeatability (few processing
variables); and easy device design (few manufacturing constraints). In.d~d, in.themicro-and mesos¢opic
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(betweenmicroandmacro)domain,wh~thereare no existing generic fabrication technologies(such as

millin~ andcastingthat~etakefor~tedin1h,emacroscopiq

world), many devices\~ made with great
difficulty orRotatall.Here SEE.Cal1 gofar beyond itsusualroleas a tool to increase speed and reduce cost,
becorninginsteadatool1hatrnakespossibleforthe.firsttimethe manufactureofa entire class ofnew
products.

Fig. 1. Typical devices produced by sutface micromachining (left) and LIGA (right).
UnfortUllately, most SFF.processes, intend¢d.ias they are for producing;macrosoopic parts, nonnaUy
cannotprO<1Fefeatureslessthan 50-100 IJIl1 wide, or layers less than 50-150 IJIl1 thick. Moreover, virtually
all SFFprocesses generate alayer serially (one volume element ata time), so are too slow and costly for
quantltyProduction. Nor d0ltlaterlaisofi:en allow functionallJ$e,idtletointrinsic properties or porosity.
Somepr~ses
not net-shape'requiringStlPpOrt stru~swhichmust be explicitly designed and
removedfium each device. For example,mi~ostereolithography[2], while succeeding in generatingsmall
features and layers, is limited in throughput, produces parts from photopolymer, and requires supports.

are

ElecfrodepQsitioIlforSFF.lfanSFF process couldbe developed based onselective electrodeposition of
material, it mightbeU$e<l formiCfQ-' andmeso-mbrication, overcomingthe limitations ofexisting
mierorabrieati0niandSFF processes. EI~O<1eJ?9siti<>nis a tremendously important manWacturingprocess
used to finish m¢talparts(inthe .~. ofeleqtroplatirlg),and.alsoto.manufacture metal parts by deposi~
metal over rnolds (in the case ofelectrof~nning).El~odepositiontakesplacein an electrochemical cell
consistingoftwo~lectrO<1es,an anodeand.acathode.(i.e., woIkpiece or mold) and an electrolyte. Compared
with the additive approaches used by most SFFprocesses, electrodepositionis fundamentally different. The
materlalis "grain-Iess"'de}Jositedone atonliclayer~tatime (vs. particle-by-partic1e or drop-by-drop); and
the solid produced can have desirable material properties, since itis fully-dense and relatively homogeneous
and isotropic (e.g.,inter..layerjunctions can ~ avoided). Moreover, material may be d~sited over an
entire layer (e,g., hundreds or thousands ofparts) simultaneously.
An earlierapptoach to SFF by electrodeposition,invented at MIT, arranged for deposition to 0CCtlf
preferentially in a localized region dueito highcmtentdensity near a sharpened anOde that is moved in a3-D
path [3]. However, even us~multipleanode!),1hisprocess seems too slow for mass.Production, is unable
to easilt~tepartswith overhangs (sinceitlacks asupportmaterial), and suffet'S frOll1llnprecisely-defined
f~s.Moreconventionalapproachesto selective electrodeposition, apparently never attempted for use in
SFF,are''b1UShp~'', inwhiqhelectrolyteisappliedlocally to a substrate; and "laser..enhanced plating",
in whichthe plating rate islocally~lerated by heating. These Processes too are essentially serial and
therefore slow, and have difficulty producing vet)' small, well-defined features.

The standard approach to high-precision selective electr~sition-used in the manufacture ofPC
boards and read-write heads--is known as "through~mask plating". Through-mask plating can be used to
d~it features 1 IJIl1 or smaller. With this method, the substrate is ~ared, photoresist is applied, the resist
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is UV eX(X)sed and developed, the substrate is plated through apertures in the insulating resist, and the resist
is finally stripped. This entire process involves a total ofup to nine separate steps, the use ofseveral different
machines (often located in a cleanroom), and multiple liquids. Automation would lead to a machine of great
complexity and high cost. Furthermore, total cycle time is larg~, so repeating these steps hundreds or
thousands oftimes to fabricate a 3-Dpart would be impractical.

Instant Masking
A new method ofachieving selective electrodeposition is therefore necessary for a viable SFF process.
We have devised such a method, which we call "Instant Masking". As with through-mask plating, Instant
Masking uses photolithographically-pattemed masks, and deposits material simultaneously over the entire
layer (which may consist ofa batch ofdiscrete devices). Yet unlike through-mask plating, Instant Masking
allows the photolithographic process to be performed completely separate from the part-building process,
and allows all ofthe masks to be generated simultaneously prior to part generation, rather than during part
generation (again and again for every layer). This separation also makes possible a simple, low-cost,
automated, self-contained machine that builds devices, while the photolithographic steps can be handled in a
traditional cleanroom (e.g., with masks provided by a service bureau).
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Fig. 2. Stages in the EFAB process.
Instant Masking selectively depoSits material onto a subsQ."ate (or previous layer) by simply mating a
patterned mask against the substrate, depositing material throtlgh apertures in the mask, and then uri-mating
the mask. Since the mask may be topologically complex (e.g., consist ofisolated "islands"ofmasking
material), it must be attached to a support structure, which in our currentimpletnentation is simplythe anode
ofthe electrodeposition cell. This configuration is shown in Fig. 2 (a).
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We call the new SFF process we are developingbased on selectiveelectrodeposition using InstaJ:l,t
Masking-EFAB (Electrochemical FABricatiQn). A
completedlayer in EFAB consists ofboth structural and
sacrifiqial tilllterial, as shown in Fig. 3. The block of
Fig. 3. Plan view ofa layer in the
EFAB
sacrificialmaterial in which EFAB-builtdevices are
temporarily embedded serves the same purpose as
process.
sacrificialmaterial usedinSFFprocesses such as those ofCubital and Sanders Design: mechanical support
ofstructural material. This elim.ihl;ltes most restrictions on device geometry, allowing the structural material
on a la)'erto overhang---..andevenbec.lisconnected from---that ofthe previous layer. Such geometrical
fteedolllialso makes possible monolithically-fabricated "assemblies" ofdiscrete, interconnected parts (as
withCubital's Geneva mechanismdemonstrated in the early '90s). This is a necessity for micro- and
mesoscopic devices, for which actual assembly is generally not possible. Furthermore, the placement ofthe
sacrificial material, and its ultimate removal in an automated, batch process, is not device-specific (avoiding
the need for explicit support design).
In our current implementation, the process consists ofthe following steps, repeated on every layer: 1)
selectively deposit first material; 2) blanket deposit second material; 3) lap. The process flow is shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 (a), the first material is selectively deposited onto a substrate, producing the (incomplete)
layer shown in Fig. 2 (b). In Fig. 2 (c), the second material has been blanket-deposited over this, contacting

the substrate in those regions not platedwith the first material. Then, as in Fig. 2 (d), the entire two-material
layer has been lapped to achieve precise thickness and planarity. After repetition ofthis process for all
layers, the structure shown in Fig. 2 (e) is etched to yield the desired device (Fig. 2 (f).
While some implementations ofEFAB could selectively deposit both structural and sacrificial materials
using Instant Masking, we are currently employing lapping in the process for several reasons: 1) it allows
the use ofblanket deposition ofone material, thus requiring only halfthe masks, and bypassing any
alignment ofthese masks to those used for the other material; 2) neither material needs to be deposited with
an extremely uniform thickness to achieve high accuracy and good masking; 3) layer thickness-and thus Z
accuracy-ean be precisely controlled.
All SFF processes require software to
generate cross sectional layer geometry
from 3-D CAD geometry. With EFAB, one
or more high-resolution (e.g., +/- 1 f.UIl)
photomasks must be prepared which
include the geometry ofall the cross
sections ofthe device. For now, we generate
mask files using layout editor software;
however, we are developing custom
software which will import .sTL files and
export a 2-D photomask file in a format
accepted by commercial photomaskmaking equipment

Patterned mask

Fig. 4. Schematic of first-generation EFAB machine.
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Experimental
Materials. EFAB can be used to fonn structures from any electrodepositable metal, with the only
constraint being that the accompanying sacrificial metal can be selectively removed (e.g., by chemical
etching) after the layers are fonned. Nickel and copper fonn a desirable material system, with copper as the
sacrificial material, and it is this system that we have focused on thus far. Nickel has good strength,
temperature, and corrosion resistance, and its magnetic properties are useful in electromagnetic devices.
Meanwhile, copper can be selectively etched with respect to nickel. We employed commercially-available
electrolytes (i.e., plating baths) such as acid copper, cyanide copper, pyrophosphate copper, Watts bath, and
nickel sulfamate.
First-generation machine. We constructed the machine shown schematically in Fig. 4 to allow us to
investigate the Instant Masking process. This machine uses an interchangeable copper anode, which fonns
the floor ofa plating tank. The substrate, a nickel disk, is pressed against the mask from above using a linear
slide and actuator.

Fig. 5. Patterned mask on anode.
Mask. As shown in Fig. 5, the mask consists ofa thin layer ofmaterial patterned with the desired
features on a flat metal disk. This particular mask incorporates several resolution test patterns, in which the
smallest bar is 12 f..Ull wide and the largest is 200 f..Ull wide.
Experiments were perfonned to detennine suitable masking conditions with the goal ofeliminating
"flash" (extraneous deposits).
Second-generation machine. We constructed the machine shown schematically in Fig. 6, to allow
fabrication ofmulti-layer, 3-D parts. The machine consists ofseveral subsystems: the first includes a metal
substrate onto whichthe layers are deposited, a linear slide to move the substrate up and down, an actuator,
and an indicator to monitor lapping progress. Another subsystem includes a patterned anode (with multiple
masks, one ofwhich is shown in Fig. 7), precision X and Y stages, and a tank to contain the electrolyte. A
third subsystem includes an anode and an electrolyte tank.
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Fig. 6. Schematic ofsecond-generation EFAB machine.
The steps required to make a part are as follows:
1. Lap the substrate to establish a reference/starting plane.
2. Position the anode to place the mask for the current layer below the substrate (Fig. 6(a)), then
mate the substrate with the mask and selectively deposit several Jlm ofthe fIrst material.
3: Deposit several J.lm of the second material over the fIrst material (Fig. 6(b)).
4. Lap the deposited layer (Fig. 6(c)) until the fInal desired thickness is reached.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 for remaining layers of the part.
6. Immerse the deposited material in an etchant to remove the sacrifIcial material.
eu etching. The ability to remove sacrificial material from narrow and long channels is a potential
limitation on part geometry. We artificially created such geometry in advance ofhaving EFAB'd test parts
by embedding Cu wires ofvarious diameters in epoxy with only
their ends exposed, and immersing these in a commercial Cu
etchant. We also immersed Ni wire in the etchant to see ifthere was
any significant effect on Ni.
Results

Instant Masking. Using the first.,generation machine, we were
able to obtain excellent defmition ofthepIated deposit: the edges of
the deposit were sharp and there was virtually no flash. This is
shown in Fig. 9 (traces ofelectrolyte remain on the substrate in this
picture). Rectangular bars down to about 25 J.lffi width were well
defined, although 12-J.lffi bars showed some definition problems.
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Fig. 7. Mask for selectively
depositing sacrifIcial material on a
part layer: the circle is 1.3 mm
diameter.

Cu etching. We observed a reasonable etch rate ofthe epoxy-embedded Cu wires (200-300 ~), and
found that this varied little over a wire diameter range of 40-200 IJID. No significant size change ofthe Ni
wire was observed.
Other perfonnance issues. We have not as yet
evaluated layer thickness accuracy, mask registration
accuracy, residual stress, or material.properties (though we
expect these to be similar to commercialelectroformedNi).
EFAD applications

Broadly speaking, EFAB can be used to fabricate
microscopic parts, microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS), and mesoscopic parts and machines. There is a
large and growing market for such devicesin·such
industries as medica4 automotive, electronics, and
aerospace. Some application examples are:
•

•

•

Micro- and mesoscopic mechanical machine
parts, such as hinges, springs, screws, drive
Fig. 8. Deposit produced using Instant Masking
chains, and helical gears;
Monolithically-manufactured systems such as
using first-generation machine and the mask
motors, gearboxes, gas turbines, chemical
shown in Fig. 5.
processors, microsurgical and endoscopic
instruments, optical scanners, motion sensors, compressors, pumps, cooling systems,
solenoids, and valves;
Micro- and mesoscopic electrical parts, such as on-chip inductors, transformers, low-loss RF
transmission lines, and heat sinks; electronic packaging components, such as interconnects
for multichip modules.
In our current program, we plan to use EFAB to produce a functional mesoscopic vibration sensor,

shown as a CAD model in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Preliminary concept of a vibration sensor
(overall size 1 x 1 x 0.5 mm)
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EFAB limitations
While well suited for small devices, electrodeposition is too slow (typically 25-100 prn/hr) a deposition
process in most casesforthe productionofma.cr0scopicdevices(e.g.,larg~ than 1Omm in height). Fig. 10
S\lgg~.(lsui1llblesW;.range.forEF}\J3devi~s'ifurth~o~,thet'e isditlicuJty usin.S•• ~lectrodepositionto
depos~materials oflow conductivity. Also, EFABalso requkespalt-specific tooling (photomasks), th~by
addingtocost and.not allowingdevicefabrication to begin instantly after CAD. Finally, device geometries
will notbeunlimited: removal ofsacrificial material will impose some constraints.
Conclusions
We aredevelopin.g a newSFF process and machinery based on selective elec1rod~sition. We have
demonstratedthatwecan selectively deposit features down to about 25 Jllll in width with good defini,tion,
andwea.reworkingto producemulti-layer parts. In developing this process, we hope to provide a capable,
genericmicrofabrication processthatwill allow fimctional metalmicro- and mesoscopic parts and complex
systemsitobePrptQtypedaudmass-pro<l\lced by a fixed process that is cost-effective and speedy. We are
beginning the development ofthenextgeneration machine, which will automate most ofthe procedures
which nowmust be performed manually using the second-generation machine, and will build parts
consisting ofmany layers unattended.
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